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Stay Informed Stay Informed 

Subscribe to the FIRST-
Network monthly newsletter
via our website, CorrLinks or
mail.

Subscribe/Follow/Like/Share
to FIRST-Network on all social
media platforms.

Get InvolvedGet Involved

Volunteer 
Donate 
Sponsor

It all starts with your choice to act
instead of looking away. You meet
a need and that starts a chain
reaction. Small victories have a
transformational power that
maintains the flame of hope in
political change. Hope is a belief
that tomorrow can be better than
today. Unfortunately, it is not
magic. Hope requires work. We
are passionate, committed and
actively working to pursue our
mission.
 
We humbly request that you make
the choice to act today! Stand up
in unity with us as we continue to
provide a voice to the silenced.

Please do not hesitate to reach
out with any interest. There is
strength in numbers
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Our MissionOur Mission

TransparencyTransparency
FIRST-Network shares a live report

on the homepage of FIRST-
NETWORK.ORG, providing

transparency and keeping the public
informed with what areas of concern
are currently being reported across

all federal institutions.

#BeTheirVoice#BeTheirVoice

FIRST-NETWORK.ORG (#BeTheirVoice tab)
CorrLinks (Add info@first-network.org)     
Call us at (202)733-6332   
USPS MAIL (Address below)                           

Join the movement and report any
concerns regarding your
experience with Federal

Institutions today! We offer the
following methods to submit,

keeping your safety and
confidentiality in mind.

Contact UsContact Us
www.first-network.org

(202) 733-6332

info@first-network.org

1169 N Burleson Blvd. Ste# 107-306
Burleson, TX 76028

FIRST-Network (Federal Inmates
Requesting Sanctioned
Treatment Network) is a
nonpartisan advocacy
organization formed to be a
voice for incarcerated individuals
who experience unacceptable
treatment and conditions while
being housed in federal facilities.
We created a platform where
those experiencing issues
across the BOP can make a
report, storing the data in a
single repository. Many are
afraid to speak up due to fear of
retaliation, but this platform
allows one to report an issue
anonymously. By gathering
statistics and documenting
issues, it offers the ability to
identify trends across the BOP
then present the data as a
UNITED collective TEAM,
producing greater numbers and
making a bigger impact. 


